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Abstract:

The mind is the software that manages our life. All of our thoughts, emotions and behaviors are
scripted by our minds and carried out by our brain and body hardware. Improving the quality
and capacity of our mind improves the quality and capacity of our life.
So, what does the interface of the mind look like? How does it work? How do we train it? How
can we make it perform better for us?
Luca Bosurgi has spent a clinical career mapping the modern mind and perfecting techniques to
increase cognitive performance and resolve maladaptive thoughts and behaviors. The Bosurgi
Method® provides answers that enrich the fields of mental health and performance, AI and
Machine Learning just to name a few. Currently, the Bosurgi Method® is licensed and packaged
as a VR experience through company Mind Fitness Lab – recognized on the 2016 TransTech
200 list of key technologies driving mental and emotional wellbeing forward.
In this Tech Talk, we will dive deep into the main cause of dysfunction in our lives: Adult
Emotional Dependency (AED). We will explore the natural evolutionary origins and purpose of
anxiety and fear. We will learn how the Mind interfaces with other aspects of the human bioemotional-behavioral system.
This is a technical education workshop aimed to give clarity and tools to people that want to
unlock the cognitive ability of their mind, clear unwanted emotional struggles and achieve highefficiency in their lives. We will also talk about:
• The root-cause of mind failures and unwanted anxiety and fear.
• Emotional Dependency as a precious DNA-inherited program.
• The devastating effects of adult Emotional Dependency in our life and in today’s society.
• The natural key to Emotional Independence and Self-Reliance – the true path to confidence,
high-performance and happiness.

Speaker Info:

Author, visionary, and inspirational speaker, Luca Bosurgi, DHyp, PgDip, MBSCH, C., is the
creator of Bosurgi Method® and founder and CEO of the Mind Fitness Lab Corp. Born in Rome,
Italy, Luca was a venture capitalist for most of his professional life, managing his own
investment funds. After two decades of dividing his life between his healing mission and the

world of banking, Luca sold his business in the 2006 and moved to Los Angeles to establish his
Bosurgi Method School and his Santa Monica practice. During the last 9 years Luca greatly
refined his method as well as his theories about the mind, obtaining over 95% success rate in
the last four years.
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